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Experience Special Pujas with Indian Spiritual Journeys
LONDON - June 22, 2013 - PRLog -- Indian Spiritual Journey an Inbound tourism arm of Travel Q shop,
brings to you a packed tour, which will not only enrich you and enlighten you with the ways and sights of
India and her breathtaking rituals, but also enables you to offer your own love to the almighty by holding
these exotic, mesmerizing pujas.
‘SPIRITUALITY’, is a term that can never have a proper, abstract definition, indicating what it truly
means as well. Spirituality is all about letting yourself become, ‘one’, with achieving a peaceful, rhythmic
sync between your body, soul and mind. This can be achieved in many ways, through arts like, Yoga,
Meditation and other rituals like different kinds of ‘pujas’ and ‘homas’.
India has a history with a number of rituals and practices to please their God offer their love and hope for a
good future and a calm present. With umpteenth number of these rituals, one of the many is in name of
pleasing the planets. Special rituals, or ‘pujas’ are done to please the planets, get them in a harmonious
sync, getting rid of all the cluttered negativity and paving way for positivity to seep in. With a number of
ways to achieve the aim of a perfect balance between the planets and to get the blessings of God, one of
them is ‘Homa’.
Homa or Deva-Yajna is the making of offerings to fire which is career thereof to the Deva (God.)
A havan or homa is similar to a puja in the sense that both are common modes of Hindu worship and both
are symbolic forms of communication. The word homais derived from the Sanskrit root hu, meaning to
offer, to present and to eat. Generally, the word havan is heard in North India and homa is used in South
India, but in either case, the meanings are identical.
Ayush Homa: For positive influences in the coming year.
Tila Homa: For departed souls, to be performed 45 days after death or later for peace of one’s ancestors
and to receive the blessings of ancestors.
Maha Sudharshan Homa: For peace and happiness and to get rid of evil.
Navagraha Home: Puja for all individual planets.
PUJAS:
Sun, Moon, Mercury, Mars, Venus, Saturn, Jupiter, Rahu and Ketu Puja ---for individual planets
Durga: For the elimination of all the sufferings through the grace of the Divine Mother and to get rid of
evil tendencies in us.
Vishnu Puja: For a smooth life peace and harmony in the family to improve family relations.
Lakshmi: For prosperity, material abundance, and spiritual prosperity. To remove troubles that prevent us
from starting a spiritual path or business.
Saraswati: For gaining knowledge and mastery in studies, to sharpen the intellect and improve memory.
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Shiva: For improving the general health of body and mind, to remove bad vibrations around a person, for a
speedy recovery from illness, or before and after an operation.
Shiva-Shakti: To improve harmony in the marriage and to help integrate material and spiritual progress.
For more information kindly contact us at dkmagu@travelqshop.com or visit us at
indianspiritualjourneys.wordpress.com. We are soon launching our website which will be focused on
providing information on Indian spirituality, so please watch this space.
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